
850LM Enhanced Universal Receiver With 2 times the distance of standard receivers, this 
  multi-frequency radio virtually eliminates the effect of   
  interference.

813LM 3-Button Remote Control This extreme range remote work with the 850LM Receiver 

  to give you even greater distance when leaving on a call.   

  Programmable for  Open/Close/Stop Operation

FH2 Package (Includes everything in FH1 Package listed above plus...)

FH1 Package

CPSIII  Increase the level of safety of your system with a second set of  
  sensors to monitor for vehicles and high apparatus equipment.

RGL24LY Red/Green Light Dramatically reduces the chance of damage to the door and  
  engine, this light will change from flashing Red to solid Green 
  when the door reaches the full open position, indicating when 
  it is clear to exit.

TLS1CaRD Timer/Light/Status Card Synchronizes the Red/Green Light operation to the LiftMaster  
  Commercial Operator for consistent, reliable operation.

02-401M Open Only Mushroom Button Positioned where you want control of the system, this custom  
  control panel sends the door to the full open position, and   
  automatically enables the Timer-to-close feature – perfect for 
  time sensitive situations. 

additional set of Photo 
Eye Safety Sensors 

FH2 Package

LiftMaster offers a wide range of additional accessories to enhance your Commercial Door Operator 

such as a Wireless Keyless Entry which can open doors conveniently and Safety Edges that detect 

obstructions. Ask your LiftMaster Dealer for more details about our complementary line of accessories.

the real test of a door operator
is when the alarm rings

LiftMaster is proud to be a national sponsor of the Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge.

Choose safety and convenience 
with one of these great packages.
LiftMaster® Commercial Door Operator specified for your door includes:
One Set of Safety Sensors, 3-Button Station with Maintenance Alert System, 
Open Mid-Stop, Timer-to-Close and Internal Radio Receiver.
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Firehouse-focused 
accessories enhance 
safety and speed.

Red/Green Traffic Light lets you know 
when the door is fully open  and it’s safe to 
exit, virtually  eliminating door contact and  

expensive equipment damage.

3-Button Station 
with Maintenance 
alert System lets 
you open, close and 
stop the door quickly. 
An indicator light 
lets you know when 
 it’s time for routine 
maintenance.

Safety Sensors  
will stop the door 
from closing if 
an obstruction is 
detected protecting 
personnel, vehicles, 
aerial ladders and 
other high apparatus 
obstructions.

Open Only Push 
Button can be 
positioned anywhere 
in the apparatus bay, 
such as the entrance 
from the bunkroom, 
allowing you to react 
quickly when you 
get the call.

Each come standard with these advanced features:

Timer-To-Close lets you set the door to close automatically, as soon as you clear it.  This 

eliminates the potential for theft and damage, keeping your station secure while you’re away.

Built in 3-Channel 315MHz Radio Receiver lets you remotely control your commercial 

door operator how you choose by adding remote controls or wireless keyless entry 

systems. Program up to 23 Security+ remote controls or unlimited number of dip switch 

remotes with Open/Close/Stop control.

Maintenance alert System reminds you when it is time to contact your LiftMaster Dealer 

for routine maintenance. This system can be set to alert based on calendar date or after a 

selectable number of operator cycles.

Whether you need trolley or hoist operators, 
LiftMaster offers industrial-duty versions of both

Trolley Operators 
are designed 
for standard lift 
sectional doors.

Hoist Operators are 
designed for taller rolling 
and sectional doors—or 

sectional doors with 
vertical or high lift.

After two major door repairs, The Albemarle Fire Department of 

Albemarle, North Carolina recently had the opportunity to make much 

needed safety upgrades to their main firehouse door systems. 

Chief Shawn Oke was thrilled with the results,

Costly repairs and re-certifications after driving through doors. The potential for theft and vandalism while you’re 

away from the house. You’ve told us your biggest issues – and we’ve delivered with seamless solutions. Like 

our Red/Green Traffic Light that lets you know when the door is fully open…no more guessing when it’s safe to 

go. And our Timer-To-Close feature which closes the door automatically soon after you leave, keeping the house 

secure once you’re away. Add legendary LiftMaster durability, and you have the perfect solution to keep your 

firehouse running smoothly 24/7.

““Our LiftMaster door enhancements 

are providing a safer workplace for our 

firefighters, have eliminated costly door 

repairs and are allowing our units to 

respond to emergencies faster.

   -Chief Shawn Oke

WE’VE MET WITH 
fIrEfIgHTErs TO 
DIsCUss THEIr 
ACCEss NEEDs AND 
THE CHALLENgEs 
THEY fACE.



Firehouse-focused 
accessories enhance 
safety and speed.

Red/Green Traffic Light lets you know 
when the door is fully open  and it’s safe to 
exit, virtually  eliminating door contact and  

expensive equipment damage.

3-Button Station 
with Maintenance 
alert System lets 
you open, close and 
stop the door quickly. 
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lets you know when 
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will stop the door 
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Open Only Push 
Button can be 
positioned anywhere 
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such as the entrance 
from the bunkroom, 
allowing you to react 
quickly when you 
get the call.
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Timer-To-Close lets you set the door to close automatically, as soon as you clear it.  This 

eliminates the potential for theft and damage, keeping your station secure while you’re away.

Built in 3-Channel 315MHz Radio Receiver lets you remotely control your commercial 

door operator how you choose by adding remote controls or wireless keyless entry 

systems. Program up to 23 Security+ remote controls or unlimited number of dip switch 

remotes with Open/Close/Stop control.

Maintenance alert System reminds you when it is time to contact your LiftMaster Dealer 

for routine maintenance. This system can be set to alert based on calendar date or after a 

selectable number of operator cycles.
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Chief Shawn Oke was thrilled with the results,

Costly repairs and re-certifications after driving through doors. The potential for theft and vandalism while you’re 

away from the house. You’ve told us your biggest issues – and we’ve delivered with seamless solutions. Like 

our Red/Green Traffic Light that lets you know when the door is fully open…no more guessing when it’s safe to 

go. And our Timer-To-Close feature which closes the door automatically soon after you leave, keeping the house 

secure once you’re away. Add legendary LiftMaster durability, and you have the perfect solution to keep your 

firehouse running smoothly 24/7.
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850LM Enhanced Universal Receiver With 2 times the distance of standard receivers, this 
  multi-frequency radio virtually eliminates the effect of   
  interference.

813LM 3-Button Remote Control This extreme range remote work with the 850LM Receiver 

  to give you even greater distance when leaving on a call.   

  Programmable for  Open/Close/Stop Operation

FH2 Package (Includes everything in FH1 Package listed above plus...)

FH1 Package

CPSIII  Increase the level of safety of your system with a second set of  
  sensors to monitor for vehicles and high apparatus equipment.

RGL24LY Red/Green Light Dramatically reduces the chance of damage to the door and  
  engine, this light will change from flashing Red to solid Green 
  when the door reaches the full open position, indicating when 
  it is clear to exit.

TLS1CaRD Timer/Light/Status Card Synchronizes the Red/Green Light operation to the LiftMaster  
  Commercial Operator for consistent, reliable operation.

02-401M Open Only Mushroom Button Positioned where you want control of the system, this custom  
  control panel sends the door to the full open position, and   
  automatically enables the Timer-to-close feature – perfect for 
  time sensitive situations. 

additional set of Photo 
Eye Safety Sensors 

FH2 Package

LiftMaster offers a wide range of additional accessories to enhance your Commercial Door Operator 

such as a Wireless Keyless Entry which can open doors conveniently and Safety Edges that detect 

obstructions. Ask your LiftMaster Dealer for more details about our complementary line of accessories.

the real test of a door operator
is when the alarm rings

LiftMaster is proud to be a national sponsor of the Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge.

Choose safety and convenience 
with one of these great packages.
LiftMaster® Commercial Door Operator specified for your door includes:
One Set of Safety Sensors, 3-Button Station with Maintenance Alert System, 
Open Mid-Stop, Timer-to-Close and Internal Radio Receiver.
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